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Studying whether controlled models can
develop human-like language in interactive
setups enables us to examine the prerequisites
for natural language development. Moreover,
learning to communicate through interaction,
rather than relying on explicit supervision, is
often considered a prerequisite for develop-
ing AI. For these considerations, the study
of emergent communication has recently seen
revived interest in the machine learning com-
munity. In particular, modern neural net-
work models have been used in different set-
tings to analyze the emergence of efficient
communication systems (e.g, Lazaridou et al.
[2016]). However, this field lack from theoret-
ical framing leading to a poor understanding
of communicating agents’ behavior (Boucha-
court and Baroni [2018]).

To contribute to a better general under-
standing of the emerging properties of lan-
guage among interacting deep agents, we ask
the basic question of whether such language
exhibits the optimal coding properties that
natural language approximates (Zipf [1949]).
In particular, we study an environment in
which a first agent, the speaker, is provided
with a one-hot vector input and allowed to
send a sequence of discrete symbols to a sec-
ond agent, called listener. The listener must
then rely on this sequence of symbols to re-
construct the speaker’s input. The described
communication task can be interpreted as a
discrete auto-encoder (AE) where the encoder
represents the speaker sending a discrete mes-
sage to the decoder representing the listener.
Specifically, we use modern recurrent net-
works to implement the agents.

In this basic communication task, given a

distribution of inputs, we know from cod-
ing theory what is the optimal encoding for a
certain length and vocabulary size. This al-
lows us to analyze to what extent the com-
municating agents come up with a code that
is approximating optimality for different in-
puts’ distribution. Interestingly, we observe
that, even if the AE solves the task perfectly
by reconstructing the inputs, the inputs’ dis-
tribution does not affect the encoding charac-
teristics. In other words, the speaker would
not describe frequent inputs with shorter mes-
sages, but would have a random mapping
from the meaning space to the message space.
This suggests that, without further constraints,
such agents have no ”innate” priors towards
optimal coding. As a way to address this
lack of bias, we introduce a regularizer on the
encoding’s length to create a penalty on the
length of sent messages. We investigate to
which extend this additional loss can enforce
an optimal coding. We finally study the im-
pact of a noisy channel looking at whether and
how agents invent a noise-robust encoding.
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